Job Description
Senior Systems Test Analyst
Purpose
To provide day to day support to meet the 7IM Systems Test Team objectives. Provide expert test guidance, support and
delivery to the business, development and support functions throughout the lifecycle of our software solutions.
To support testing at a technical level, with either a background in more technical testing, or exposure to test automation

Responsibilities














Conduct detailed test analysis and preparation through the creation of estimates test plans, test cases and scripts.
Create data mining / manipulation queries to support test prep and execution.
Execute planned and exploratory tests, taking evidence and detailed notes as appropriate.
Create comprehensive Test Plan / Test Approach documentation and manage sign-off process off process.
Produce, maintain and communicate the following test artefacts: concise Test Level progress metrics, progress
reports and completion reports.
Articulate Environment requirements for a project
Provide a comprehensive approach to defect management i.e. defect clustering, triaging, etc.
Ensure delivery of the various areas of Systems Test such as Functional vs. Non-Functional testing.
Determine how to implement the various stages of test, e.g. Systems Test, Integration Testing, Regression Testing,
etc. during the project lifecycle
Provide day-to-day support and guidance in test principles, techniques and tools to other 7IM Test Team members.
Create opportunities to increases efficiency, consistency and value of testing.
Co-ordinate scoping and coverage discussions between Systems Test & UAT.
Co-ordinating and delegating work to test resources during the running of a project.

Skills












Ability to interact with Business and Project Managers
Ability to interact with Technical staff
Excellent analytical skills
Excellent problem solving skills
Excellent communication skills (verbal & written)
Microsoft Developer & Test Tools i.e. TFS.
Intermediate SQL skills are essential.
Defect Management
API testing and associated tools
Experience of comparing large sets of data
Automated testing experience is desirable
o UI automation e.g. Selenium
o Fitnesse
o SoapUI/ReadyAPI

Knowledge




In-depth knowledge of the delivery lifecycle
ISTQB industry best practise techniques
Asset Management industry knowledge

Qualifications



ISEB / ISTQB Foundation
Further ISEB / ISTQB qualifications are advantageous

Other Relevant Information







Team player
Conscientious
Excellent attention to detail
Excellent time management skills
Proactive approach
Ability to think laterally
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Can-do attitude
Reporting to the Systems Test Manager
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